Neighbourhood Planning
Neighbourhood Planning in Harborough District

- 85 Parish Councils/Meetings
- 33 communities are engaging in Neighbourhood Planning
- 3 ‘made’ plans
- 4 plans at Examination stage
- 4 plans have been through pre submission consultation
- 2 Neighbourhood Areas in publicity period
- 13 further Neighbourhood Areas designated
What are communities doing now..............?
Neighbourhood Planning is............

• Led by the community.
• Statutory.
• Part of Development Plan.
• Used to determine Planning Applications.
• Must consider land use and planning issues.
Neighbourhood Planning is............

• Not a way to restrict development.
• Not all about housing
• Not able to conflict with the strategic policies of the Core Strategy/ Local Plan
• Not a plan for **BANANAs** – Build Absolutely Nothing Anywhere Near Anyone.
Read this...........

Why Neighbourhood Planning?

• Community led
• More influence
• More relevance
• Establishes a dialogue
• Knowledge base
Nothing will happen without you